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B
etween 1900 and 2010, the global 

volume of natural resources used in 

buildings and transport infrastruc-

ture increased 23-fold (1). Sand and 

gravel are the largest portion of these 

primary material inputs (79% or 28.6 

gigatons per year in 2010) and are the most 

extracted group of materials worldwide, ex-

ceeding fossil fuels and biomass (2). In most 

regions, sand is a common-pool resource, i.e., 

a resource that is open to all because access 

can be limited only at high cost. Because of 

the difficulty in regulating their consump-

tion, common-pool resources are prone to 

tragedies of the commons as people may self-

ishly extract them without considering long-

term consequences, eventually leading to 

overexploitation or degradation. Even when 

sand mining is regulated, it is often subject to 

rampant illegal extraction and trade (3). As a 

result, sand scarcity (4) is an emerging issue 

with major sociopolitical, economic, and en-

vironmental implications.

Rapid urban expansion is the main driver 

of increasing sand appropriation, because 

sand is a key ingredient of concrete, as-

phalt, glass, and electronics. Urban develop-

ment is thus putting more and more strain 

on limited sand deposits, causing conflicts 

around the world (5). Further strains on 

sand deposits arise from escalating trans-

formations in the land-sea interface as a 

result of burgeoning coastal populations, 

land scarcity, and rising threats from cli-

mate change and coastal erosion (5). Even 

hydraulic fracturing is among the plethora 

of activities that demand the use of increas-

ing amounts of sand. In the following, we 

identify linkages between sand extraction 

and other global sustainability challenges.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Sand extraction from rivers, beaches, and 

seafloors affects ecosystem integrity through 

erosion, physical disturbance of benthic 

habitats, and suspended sediments (5). Thus, 

extensive mining is likely to place enormous 

burdens on habitats, migratory pathways, 

ecological communities, and food webs. 

For instance, sand mining degrades corals, 

seaweeds, and seagrass meadows through 

direct removal during dredging operations, 

sedimentation, and reduction in light avail-

ability that compromises photosynthesis (6). 

As a result, it is a driver of biodiversity loss 

that threatens species on the verge of extinc-

tion—such as the Ganges river dolphin (7)—

as well as newly discovered species, such as 

the São Paulo marsh antwren, found in iso-

lated marshes of southeast Brazil that have 

been heavily degraded by sand mining (8). 

Furthermore, sand transport vessels may 

carry one of the most aggressive freshwater 

invaders, the Asian clam (9), although the 

role of sand transport in the spread of inva-

sive species remains underexplored.

CASCADING EFFECTS

Such environmental impacts have cascad-

ing effects on the provisioning of ecosystem 

services and human well-being. For example, 

sand mining is a frequent cause of shoreline 

and river erosion and destabilization, which 

undermine human resilience to natural 

hazards such as storm surges and tsunami 

events, especially as sea level continues to 

rise (10). In Sri Lanka, extensive sand mining 

exacerbated the impacts of the 2004 Indian 

Ocean tsunami; ironically, sand demand for 

coastal restoration increased in the after-

math of the tsunami (11).

Extensive sand extraction also impairs wa-

ter and food security. Extraction-induced ero-

sion and degradation of riverine and coastal 

systems may disrupt the productivity of both 

wild (e.g., fisheries) and cultivated (e.g., mari-

culture and croplands) food sources. In the 

Mekong Delta, sand mining is responsible 

for enhanced salt-wedge intrusion during the 

dry season, which damages domestic water 

supply and increases salinization of culti-

vated land in Southeast Asia’s most impor-

tant food-producing region (10). In Sri Lanka, 

saltwater intrusion due to extensive illegal 

sand mining has affected drinking water sup-

ply and led to severe declines in productivity 

of crops (e.g., coconut, rubber, and tea) (11). 

Health impacts associated with sand min-

ing remain poorly characterized, but there is 

evidence that the conditions created by ex-

tracting sand can facilitate the spread of in-

fectious diseases. New standing-water pools 

created by extraction activities in rivers and 

stream beds provide potential breeding sites 

for malaria-transmitting mosquitoes. Hence, 

sand mining has been associated with the 

spread of malaria. For example, Soleimani-

Ahmadi et al. (12) have shown that in Iran, 

the most common larval habitats for anophe-

line larvae of two malaria vectors (Anopheles 

dthali and Anopheles stephensi) are sand-

mining pools. Sand mining has also been 

associated with increased incidence of an 

emerging bacterial disease, the Buruli ulcer, 

in West Africa (13). 

The high profits generated by sand trade 

often lead to social and political conflicts, in-

cluding violence, rampant illegal extraction 

and trade, and political tensions between 

nations. For example, in India, the “Sand 

Mafia” is considered one of the most power-

ful and violent organized crime groups, and 
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adapted from: H2H advies (2018). Rapportage Monitoring bouwgrondstoffen  
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Rijnmond-Drechtsteden
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ROTTERDAM

MAASVLAKTE

DORDRECHT
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Circular 
economy

Linear economy
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‘How can urban design reduce the consumption of 
primary construction sand and gravel in the construction 

ecosystem in the Rijnmond-Drechtsteden region ?’
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1)  What is the constuction sand & gravel metabolism 
 of RMDS region until 2040?

3)  How can urban design reduce the material consumption 
 and impact of construction sand & gravel?

2)  What is the impact of the construction sand & gravel  
 metabolism of RMDS region until 2040?

4)  How can the construction sand & gravel metabolism of 
 RMDS region be improved?

Table of content/methodwithout 
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Table of content/method

1)  What is the constuction sand & gravel metabolism 
 of RMDS region until 2040?

Analysis of the current system

3)  How can urban design reduce the material consumption 
 and impact of construction sand & gravel?

Catalogue of solutions

2)  What is the impact of the construction sand & gravel  
 metabolism of RMDS region until 2040?

LCA evaluation

4)  How can the construction sand & gravel metabolism of 
 RMDS region be improved?

Research by design
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Urban Metabolism model by Dirk Sijmons and Jurra Raith. 
Source: Brugmans et al. 2014. 
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A) River catchment
B) North Sea

1) Concrete in buildings
2) Asphalt in infrastructure
3) Surface raising
4) Coastal protection
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Adapted from Zhang et al. 2018
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‘Durability is the capability of a building 
or its part to perform its required function 
over a specified period of time under the 

influence of the agents anticipated in 
service’ (ISO, 2011).
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Adapted from Brand, 1994



User of a 
building

Function of 
a building

Building

Design of 
public space

Structure of
public space
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Analysis Conditions of urban developmentwithout 
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Analysis Conditions of maintenancewithout 
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internal factor
external factor
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Building Capacity for urbanisation within the BE

Densification
Greenfield development
Retrofitting
Transformation of non-residential areas

+/- 11,7 mln tonnes concrete
capacity of 118.567 dwellings (126%)
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Source: Vereniging Deltametropool & College 
van Rijksbouwmeesters, 2014



EOL 
residential 

stock
in 2020 in 2030 in 2040 in 2050

amount 13.494 14.912 36.472 46.020

cumulative 13.494 28.406 64.878 110.898

= total 
deomolished+/- 14 mln tonnes concrete

+/- 22 mln tonnes concrete

+ 105.433 dwellings

- 105.433 dwellings
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internal factor
external factor
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+/- 7,5 mln tonnes fill sand

+ 188.433 dwellings
+/- 22 mln tonnes C&D waste

+/- 67,6 mln tonnes fill sand

+ 4.666 ha site raising
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Bodemdaling 2016-2050 - Huidig

Legend

3 0 3 6 9 12 km
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+/- 20 mln tonnes fill sand

paved area per neighbourhood

Amount of fill sand = 
((Area neighbourhood × percentage paved area)-built area) × subsidence pace

subsidence
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Construction sand and 
gravel metabolism

2018-2040

Rijnmond-Drechsteden

River sediment 21.69 mln tonnes

Fill sand 
55,16 mln tonnes

Asphalt
6,2 mln tonnes

North Sea influx: 37.400

169,68 mln tonnes

nourished 

169,68 mln tonnes

eroded 

Dredged sand

261,8 mln tonnes

    dike maintenance: 28 mln tonnes

site preparation 0.23 mln tonnes

site preparation                75.1 mln tonnes

   subsidence maintenance: 19,48 mln tonnes

Beach nourishment 

UPSTREAM/HINTERLAND

NORTH SEA

concrete waste 22,16 mln tonnes    

site preparation 29.61 mln tonnes

Voorne: 22,56 mln tonnes

 

Voorne: 22,56 mln tonnes

 

Concrete
25,74 mln tonnes

New dwellings

11,7 mln tonnes

Replacement EOL

10,83 mln tonnes



A2

infra foundation

0,23 mln tonnes

19,48 mln tonnes

75,1 mln tonnes

28 mln tonnes

dike maintenance

building site preparation

subsidence maintenance

fill sand

122,81 mln tonnes

Import

A2

A4
C2

C2 + D

C2 + D

C2 + D

A4

A2

C2

concrete facility building stock

demolition waste

21,52 mln tonnes

asphalt

6,2 mln tonnes

50% recycled

concrete

25,74 mln tonnes

3,42 mln tonnes  

25,74 mln tonnes  

binding agent

binding agent

=

cement

sand

9,01 mln tonnes

gravel

10,81 mln tonnes

sand

1,89 mln tonnes

gravel

2,00 mln tonnes

north sea sand

22,56 mln tonnes (coast of Voorne)

22,56 mln tonnes (balance flux return)
sediment 21,2 mln tonnes

112,2 mln tonnes

coast erosion

return current

north sea influx

37,4 mln tonnes

261,8 mln tonnes

dredged sediment

recycled waste

sand stock

22,18 mln tonnes

0,66 mln tonnes 

infrastructure

site preparation

dikes

coast

harbour

treatment and deposit

asphalt facility

Hinterland

North Sea

NL

ABROAD

extraction manufacturing product end-of-life

A1 + C4

A1 

A1 

A3 C1 C3-4

C3-4

A5, B1-5 

A5, B1-3 

A5, B1-2 

A5, B1-2 

B1-2 

B1-2 

A3 

CO2

0,341 mln tonnes  

1,18 mln tonnes  
=

CO2

bitumen

C3

A3

18,19 mln tonnes

return flow unknown

available stock unknown

waste collection
& treatment

Construction sand and 
gravel metabolism

Legend

B3 Repair
B4 Refurbishment
B5 Replacement

END OF LIFE stage
C1 De-construction/demolition
C2 Transport
C3 Waste processing
C4 Disposal

Beyond building life cycle
D Reuse, recovery & recycling potential

2020-2040

Rijnmond-Drechtsteden

PRODUCT stage
A1 Raw material supply
A2 Transport
A3 Manufacturing

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS stage
A4 Transport
A5 Construction/installation process

USE stage
B1 Use
B2 Maintenance
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EN 15804:2012+A1:2013
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(Cordella et al., 2019)
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EARTH AND SITE PREPARATION    ENGINEERING    METHODS FOR PREPARING A SITE 
 

Sun wind water earth life living; legends for design 342

cannot be purified for a variety of reasons. This method allows developers to build on contaminated 
ground. 

Other forms  
As well as the abovementioned methods, an additional option involves floating constructions, as 
demonstrated for example by Hans Huber’s graduation project of his 'Eco Building' in the TU district. 
For his experimental project in Haarlem, Herman Herzberger designed floating homes that follow the 
sun’s movement. Other development ideas include houseboat parks with their own mains 
infrastructure. 

‘Situation-conscious’ site selection. 
Situation-conscious urban designers tend to prefer an accurate analysis of the soil conditions and 
water economy, coupled to the issue of preparing a site for development, as an integral part of 
planning.  

Bijhouwer’s Kethel 
The abovementioned concepts are far from new. As early as 1948, the garden and landscape architect 
Jan TP Bijhouwer carried out a study into the development potential of the village of Kethel near 
Schiedam. Soil maps revealed the location of the old village on top of a creek ridge, a sturdy clay 
ridge, deposited by the flood current of the sea. Bijhouwer projected his development plan on the 
position of the creek ridges in this area, while he chose the peaty basin between the ridges to design a 
park. This park was eventually situated here, by selecting suitable vegetation and installing generously 
sized bodies of water. The development itself partially adhered to his original ideas.  
 

 

 

   
Fig. 662 Bijhouwer, soil map of 

Kethel and surroundings 
Fig. 663 Bijhouwer, 

development plan of Kethel 
and surroundings 

Fig. 664 Maas and Tummers 
Haagse Beemden 

   

Applications in peaty basins intersected by wide sturdy ridges 
In those parts of the Netherlands where smaller peaty basins are intersected by wide sturdy ridges, 
Bijhouwer’sa approach is ideal. This is by no means a ‘minority concept’: in many areas of the 
Netherlands, peat is intersected by interstream ridges, creek ridges and cover sand ridges, such as 
The Haagse Beemden, a big expansion district in Breda, designed by the urban developer Leo 
Tummers and the landscapes architect Frans Maas.b 
 

                                                      
a  
b  
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soil treatment15

modular construction18

allow subsidence10

flexible architecture14

urban solids3

retrofitting1

deposcape17

building transformation13

building on stilts6

light urbanism4

situation conscious8

multifuctional dike5

land farming19

tidal park16

material market23

recycling facility22

biobased facility21

elevation2

building on water7

soil condition conscious9

active stock environment24

light-weighted material11

on-site separation20

bio-geo-civil solutions12
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Steigereiland, Amsterdam
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A)
PRODUCT
stage

B)
USE
stage

C)
EoL
stage

A)
CONSTRUCTION
stage



Former Philips Factory Gerard, Eindhoven
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A)
PRODUCT
stage

B)
USE
stage

C)
EoL
stage

A)
CONSTRUCTION
stage
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/64 Recycling Secondary sources and facility

A)
PRODUCT
stage

B)
USE
stage

C)
EoL
stage

D)
recycling
potentials

A)
CONSTRUCTION
stage

 14,2 kg/ m2

16,7 kg/dwelling
1m2 = 1,176 dwelling



elevation

elevation

transformation

transformation

material storage

soil conscious
soil conscious

tidal parks

land mining

light urbanism

building on stilts

building on water

phyto remediation

subsidence innovation

retrofitting

on-site collection
and treatment

biobased facility

soil deposit and treatment

regional storage 
and treatment
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T

R

T
G Vliesland

Spijkenisse

Stations-
gebied 
Dordrecht

Ommoord
Rotterdam

Focus locations
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/53 Focus locations

Ommoord - Vlambloem

Spijkenisse - Vliesland

Ommoord - Roosbuurt

Dordrecht - Spoorzone
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extend 
lifespan

prevention
in design

lifespan

market

material

sediment

recycled

treated

-renovate
-repurpose
-retrofit

module

biobased
surface (buildings and roads)

subsurface (soil)

planning www

vision for circular sand metabolism

Regional sand metabolism



No artificial sand stock

Surrounded neighbourhoods

Concrete (Building)
641.790 tonnes
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Business as usual CwS01 CwS02 CwS03
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2.268,8 ha
32% (43.606.336 tonnes sand)
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30.262.989 m3

22% (58.16.312 tonnes sediment)
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1.525 ha
30% (79 mln tonnes sediment)

Regional productive scape: Landfarming 



Import

A2

A2
C3

A4
C2

C2 + D

C2 + D

C2 + D

A4

A2

C2

concrete facility building stock

demolition waste

2,7 mln tonnes (-87%)

asphalt

infra foundation

0,23 mln tonnes

24,9 mln tonnes

18,19 mln tonnes
building site preparation

6,2 mln tonnes

50% recycled

concrete

25,74 mln tonnes

2,71 mln tonnes  

20,42 mln tonnes  

binding agent

binding agent

=

cement

sand

0,9 mln tonnes

gravel

1,29 mln tonnes

sand

1,89 mln tonnes

gravel

2,00 mln tonnes

fill sand

25,13 mln tonnes

north sea sand

22,56 mln tonnes (coast of Voorne)

22,56 mln tonnes (balance flux return)
sediment 21,2 mln tonnes

112,2 mln tonnes

coast erosion

return current

north sea influx

37,4 mln tonnes

124,52 mln tonnes 

dredged sediment

recycled waste

sand stock

22,18 mln tonnes

19,41 mln tonnes 

infrastructure

site preparation

dikes

coast

harbour

treatment and deposit

   asphalt facility

Hinterland

North Sea

NL

ABROAD

extraction manufacturing product end-of-life

A1 + C4

A1 

A1 

A3 C1 C3-4

C3-4

A5, B1-5 

A5, B1-3 

A5, B1-2 

A5, B1-2 

B1-2 

B1-2 

A3 

CO2

0,341 mln tonnes  

1,18 mln tonnes  
=

CO2

bitumen

28 mln tonnes
fulfil 100%

site 32,01 
fullfil 42,6 %

Σ site 50,2 
fulfil 66,8 %

subsidence 19,27
fullfil 100 %

EPS 0,21 mln tonnes
fulfil 1,1%

impact 0,2 %

‘Circular use of 
dredged sediment’

64,6% of 
primary demand

18,19 mln tonnesA3

A3+D

A3+D

land farming19

tidal park16

urban waste flows

EPS
0,23 mln tonnes

reduces 
binding agent!

reduces 
binding agent!

(bio-)

(-52%)

57,6 mln tonnes
(22%)

79,28 mln tonnes
(30%)

(-79,5%)

also reduces 
maintenance demand!

C2+D

C2+D

C2

C2 + D

treatment

light-weighted material11

(-90%)

(-82%)

deposcape17

biobased facility21

soil treatment15

material market23

active stock environment

updated active stock 

24

(-20,6%)

material market23

recycling facility22

on-site separation20
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‘How can urban design reduce the consumption of primary 
construction sand and gravel in the construction ecosystem in 

the Rijnmond-Drechtsteden region ?’

•	Applyng the material consciousness approach (in the life-cycle perspective 
and with material efficiency strategies) in	the	field	of	urban	design

•	 Consumption	can	significantly	be	reduced through urban design in (inter-)
relation to systematic metabolic changes and interventions on regional 
level

•	This results in a multi-scalar approach between technical/local and 
planning/regional decisions

•	 In order to practically reduce the consumption and develop a circular 
construction, a more interdisciplinary process is needed between 
civil engineering and urbanism where environmental impact, 
technical feasibility and spatial quality are studied within the material 
consciousness approach
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APPENDIX

Source: Anteagroup, n.d.
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Business as usual CwS01 CwS02
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 Urban mine 

 Densification
 Local storage

 Krispijn

 Spoorzone

#22: recycling facility

#7: building on water

#3: urban solids

#13: transformation

#18: modular

#1: retrofitting

#2: elevation#23: material market

#24: active stock environment

#20: on-site separation
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Example
Building A

Function   = residential (RB)
Year    =1960
Height   = 9m
Footprint  = 90m2 

Database validation
RB < 12 so Single-Family
Year    = 1960
so MIconcrete (material intensity)
   = 0,85 metric tonnes /m2 

Calculation
Total floorspace (GFA) is needed 
GFA    = (9/3)*90 = 270 m2

Total material intensity of concrete:
GFA*MI  = 270*0,85 
   = 229,5 metric tonnes.
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Dikes

Beach nourishment

Dredging

Site raising

Buildings
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the earth to cover the entire Netherlands 
with a layer of 60cm of sand 

“Sand is, after water, the most used 
raw material on earth [...] and greatly 
exceeds their natural renewal rates”

*average of +/- 40 billion (40.000.000.000) tonnes    
source: United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).

 (March). Sand, Rarer Than One Thinks.

*


